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AbstractHere we present a novel robust text encryption technique by using Armstrong
number, colour code, prime number and ASCII codes by using substitution
and permutation technique. In this encryption technique 512-bit size key is
used for encryption. In substitution method message is transforms into ASCII
codes .In the proposed methodology random Armstrong
number, prime
number, colour code are generated and key is encrypted by base-64 encoding
for more security. In the permutation process multiplication, addition is
performed on the data for encryption. The proposed methodology works on
the symmetric encryption. The proposed technique is then compared with the
standard IDEA algorithm. Result shows that the proposed technique is robust,
fast and secure.
Keywords: Data security, IDEA, Text encryption, substitution , permutation.

1.INTRODUCTION
The new era of social media has led to the inflow of large amount of data. This data
which may seem to be unsecured have a special place in data security. With this
massive data , which is increasing moment by moment, come several threats, which
are of great concern to protect the integrity and privacy of the source generating this
data. This is where encryption plays role. Now a days many encryption algorithms
allow us to encrypt data . According. “Data security is something very crucial and
need of the hour”. When plain text is converted into unreadable form that is called
cipher text, is called the encryption process and the reverse of this cipher text to plain
text is called the decryption process. In cryptography when same key is used for
encryption and decryption, it is called symmetric cryptography and when two
different keys used for encryption and decryption ,then it is called asymmetric
cryptography. In the proposed methodology RGB colour code plays very important
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role. RGB stands for the RED GREEN and BLUE. Each pixel is represented by the
RED GREEN and BLUE. 24 bits are used by the RGB model, 8 bits for RED, 8 bit
for GREEN and 8 bit for GREEN. RGB makes it more secure because if any attacker
wants to attack then attacker has to attempt 2563 to find actual colour code.
1.1Asymmetric cryptography:
In Asymmetric cryptography two keys are used for encryption and decryption one is
public key and other is private key. Public key is known by everyone but the private
key is known only by the receiver to decrypt the message. Strength of the PKC is
depends on that how the public and private keys are generated. Example – RSA
algorithm
1.2Secret key cryptography or Symmetric cryptography:
In Secret key cryptography only a single is used for both encryption and decryption
process. In this type the key is shared by both sender and receiver .This type of system
are very fast and simple. Both sender and receiver should use a secure line to transmit
the key. When a person P wants to communicate to person Q they needs a key for
securely communication. It is very necessary to exchange key or key distribution. So
firstly P and Q exchange the key and then transmits message. Example- AES
algorithm , DSA algorithm .The speed of encryption and decryption is very fast .

2.PROPOSED SYSTEM
In present work a text encryption technique is proposed. System architecture of the
substitution and permutation method in the proposed text encryption technique has
been described. In present work sender and receiver maintain a database to store all
information about key and data. Encryption is done by the RBG colour codes, ASCII
codes, Armstrong numbers and prime numbers. In this scheme, 512-bit size key is
used. The key also encrypted by base-64 encoding. After encryption of key the
substitution process starts. In the substitution process the message is transformed into
its ASCII codes. In the permutation process three random Armstrong number , one
prime number and three ASCII numbers are generates and the encryption is
completed by multiplying and adding of these numbers.
The proposed scheme is performed to achieve a secure and robust communication
while its transmission over the network.
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Figure 1: Design flow of propose methodology

A)Substitution process
In substitution process the characters of the message are converted into its ASCII
codes.

B) Base-64 encoding of key
In this process the base-64 encoding is performed on the 512-bit key. Base-64 maps
all the binary characters into several standard ASCII letters and numbers and
punctuation so itis used for more secure and robust transmission of message. Firstly
the characters are converted into its ASCII codes, after that the ASCII codes are
converted into base 2.

c) Permutation process
In the permutation process random Armstrong number ,prime number and ASCII
numbers are generated and encryption of the message done.
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D)The proposed Methodology: Algorithm
In the proposed algorithm firstly 512-bit size key is generates. The encryption is
completely depends on the key. In the proposed algorithm 3 random Armstrong
number, 3 ASCII number and 1 prime number are generated. The proposed algorithm
consists of two process – substitution and permutation.
Input: plain text X with secret key
Key size: 512-bit
Output: encrypted text
Begin
Procedure: substitution
1. Get plain text (X)
2. Transforms the plain text message into ASCII code
3. Colour is selects and than the RGB value for this selected colour is fetch.
4. Key is converted into base-64 encoding .
Procedure: permutation

1. Three random Armstrong numbers are multiplied by 3 ASCII numbers and
addition into matrix A
2. RGB colour code is add into the result of matrix A and store into matrix B .
3. Now prime number is multiplied by the matrix B and result store into matrix C .
4. The matrix C is multiply by the message ASCII and store into matrix D
5. For encryption key is multiply by the matrix D and it is the encrypted text.
End

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The implementation of the proposed algorithm has been performed in PHP. The
implementation is performed in c# language and the data base is creates on my SQL
server to store all information The combination of substitution and permutation
makes it robust . The security of the proposed text encryption algorithm is tested.
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(1)
Scalability = Scalability defines on the basis of performance and memory
required by the encryption algorithm. Memory required depends on number of
variable and functions executed by the algorithm.
IDEA Algorithm

= good performance and required less memory

Proposed Algorithm = less memory , performance good but not better than IDEA.

(2)
Security level = In proposed algorithm we used 512-bit size key and due to
512-key proposed system is more secure.Proposed algorithm is secured by brute-force
and biclique attack.
(3)
Avalanche effect= Avalanche effect is defined as the change in either 1 bit of
plain text or key produce significant change in cipher text. IDEA algorithms and
proposed algorithm are affected when changes in plain text or key.

(4)
Computation time = Computation time is the time taken by the algorithm to
perform the encryption of the text or image.
Figure 2 shows the computation time of the IDEA and proposed algorithm for over
650kb file size. Figure shows that average computation time in the range of 0.2sec to
2.2sec for proposed algorithm and for IDEA algorithm the computation time in the
range of 0.7sec to 2.5sec. So we conclude that the time taken by proposed algorithm is
slightly minimum in comparison to IDEA algorithm.
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Figure 2: performance comparison of proposed algorithm with IDEA with respect to
computation time
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(5)
Encryption Throughput = Encryption throughput describes that how many unit
of information are processed in given amount of time .
Encryption throughput = sum of input files/sum of encryption time (kb/sec)

Algorithm

Throughput(kb/sec)

IDEA

243.59

Proposed

327.5

Figure 3 shows the throughput of IDEA and proposed algorithm. Figure shows that
the throughput of IDEA is in the range of 0kb/sec to 250kb/sec and the throughput of
proposed algorithm is in the range of 0kb/sec to 350kb/sec, which is more than IDEA
throughput.
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Figure 3: performance comparison of proposed algorithm with IDEA with respect to
Throughput

(6)
Encryption Rate = Encryption rate defined as the number of bytes encrypted
per unit time. Algorithm that is high encryption rate is more secure compared to other
algorithm .
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Encryption rate = file size/encryption time

Table 3: Encryption rate of IDEA and proposed algorithm
File
(kb)

size Time(IDEA)
sec

Time(proposed)
Sec

Enc
rate(IDEA)

Enc
rate(proposed)kb/sec

Kb/sec
153

0.7

0.2

218.57

765

196

0.9

0.6

217.77

326.66

312

1.3

1.1

240

283.63

650

2.5

2.1

260

309.52

In table 4 we take some parameters to compare IDEA and proposed algorithm
Table 4: Comparison between IDEA and proposed algorithm
Parameters

IDEA

Proposed

Key size

128

512

Power consumption

Low

Low

Attack

Crack by brute force attack More robust due to 512bit key size

Key used

No encryption

Encrypted key

Encryption

Fast

Faster than IDAE

Block size

64

Depends on key and plain
text

4.CONCLUSION
In this paper we constructed an encryption algorithm which used to secure the data
from unauthorized person .This paper present an algorithm which is secure , efficient
and robust. Results show that encryption of large file by the proposed system was
more secure because numbers are randomly generated and colour code used for
authentication as well as encryption also. Hence we successfully constructed and
analyzed file transmission model using encryption algorithm.
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